Cloud Computing Services - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Cloud Computing Services in US$ Million by the following Segments: Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) (ERP, CRM, & Others), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) (AIM, & Others), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) (Compute, & Others), Business Process-as-a-Service (BPaaS) (HR, E-commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments, & Others), Management & Security Services (Storage Management, & Others), and Advertising. The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World.

Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2014 through 2020. Also, a five-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 256 companies including many key and niche players such as:
- Akamai Technologies, Inc.
- Amazon Web Services, Inc.
- CA Technologies, Inc.
- Caspio, Inc.
- Dell Inc.
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Table 102: World 12-Year Perspective for Advertising Services by Geographic Region/Country
Percentage Breakdown of Revenue for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Latin America and Rest of World Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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   Table 103: US Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
   SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 104: US Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
   SaaS (ERP, CRM, and Other SaaS), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS), BPaaS (HR, E-commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management and Others) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 105: US 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
   Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
2. CANADA
A. Market Analysis
   Outlook
   Strategic Corporate Development
B. Market Analytics
   Table 106: Canadian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
   SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
3. JAPAN
A. Market Analysis
Market Overview
Advanced Cloud Education and Research in Universities
University of Tsukuba
Kyushu University
Table 109: Japanese Public Cloud Market (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Revenues in SUS by Leading Cloud Service Providers (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

B. Market Analytics
Table 110: Japanese Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 111: Japanese Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 112: Japanese 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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A. Market Analysis
Outlook
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Evolution of Cloud Platform Provides Immense Opportunities for Hosting Service Providers
B. Market Analytics
Table 113: European Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Geographic Region
France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 114: European Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Geographic Region/Country
France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 115: European 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 116: European Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 117: European Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 118: European 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Table 119: French Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 120: French Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 121: French 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Outlook
Product Launches
Strategic Corporate Development
B. Market Analytics

Table 122: German Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 123: German Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 124: German 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Outlook
Strategic Corporate Developments
B. Market Analytics
Table 125: Italian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 126: Italian Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 127: Italian 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Market Overview
Product Launch
Strategic Corporate Developments
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B. Market Analytics
Table 128: UK Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 129: UK Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 130: UK 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4e. SPAIN
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B. Market Analytics
Table 131: Spanish Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 132: Spanish Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 133: Spanish 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 133: Spanish 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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A. Market Analysis

Outlook

B. Market Analytics

Table 134: Russian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 135: Russian Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 136: Russian 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Table 137: Rest of Europe Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 138: Rest of Europe Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 139: Rest of Europe 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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A. Market Analysis

Outlook
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B. Market Analytics

Table 140: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Geographic Region Australia, China, India, South Korea and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 141: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Cloud Computing by Geographic Region/Country
Australia, China, India, South Korea and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 142: Asia-Pacific 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Australia, China, India, South Korea and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 143: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 144: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 145: Asia-Pacific 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Table 146: Australian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 147: Australian Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 148: Australian 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Table 149: Chinese Software-as-a-Service Market (SaaS) (2014): Percentage Share Breakdown of Revenues by Application Segment (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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B. Market Analytics

Table 150: Chinese Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 151: Chinese Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 152: Chinese 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Table 153: Indian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 154: Indian Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 155: Indian 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5d. SOUTH KOREA
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   Table 156: South Korean Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 157: South Korean Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 158: South Korean 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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   Table 159: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 160: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 161: Rest of Asia-Pacific 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BpaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
   Outlook
B. Market Analytics
   Table 162: Latin American Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Geographic Region Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 163: Latin American Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Geographic Region/Country
Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 164: Latin American 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 165: Latin American Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 166: Latin American Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 167: Latin American 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6a. BRAZIL
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
B. Market Analytics

Table 168: Brazilian Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 169: Brazilian Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 170: Brazilian 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6b. REST OF LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
B. Market Analytics

Table 171: Rest of Latin America Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 172: Rest of Latin America Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 173: Rest of Latin America 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7. REST OF WORLD
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Product Launches
Strategic Corporate Development
B. Market Analytics
Table 174: Rest of World Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Cloud Computing by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2014 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 175: Rest of World Historic Review for Cloud Computing Services by Service Type
SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenues in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2013 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 176: Rest of World 12-Year Perspective for Cloud Computing by Service Type
Percentage Breakdown of Revenues for SaaS (ERP, CRM, Other SaaS Services), PaaS (AIM and Other PaaS Services), IaaS (Compute and Other IaaS Services), BPaaS (HR, E-Commerce Enablement, Cloud Payments and Other BPaaS Services) Management & Security Services (Storage Management Services and Other Management & Security Services) and Advertising Markets for Years 2009, 2015 and 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Total Companies Profiled: 256 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries - 273)
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Japan (9)
Europe (44)
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- The United Kingdom (20)
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- Rest of Europe (13)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (36)
Africa (2)
Middle East (5)
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